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ABSTRACT

The basic theory leading to the three kinetic non-linear 
differential equations which describe the particle densities of 
deuterium, tritium, and helium-3 in a thermonuclear system is dis
cussed, An analytical solution is developed so that the set of 
non-linear equations is reduced to a system of'quasi-linear equa
tions and then to a simple algebraic equation. Finally, the non
linear equations are also solved numerically by Runge Kutta Method 
on a high-speed IBM 1620, which gives the particle densities in 
terms of time directly. The results obtained are analysed and 
discussed»
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

Both in the theory of controlled thermonuclear reactions and 
theoretical astrophysics, there has been, during the past decade, an 
increasing upsurge in the studies of plasmas. The purpose in thermo
nuclear plasma research is to attain and control fusion reactions, so 
as to utilize the enormous amount of energy released. However, before 
this tantalizing source of energy can be tapped, there are many for
midable difficulties to be overcome, and the present art is yet in an 
alchemical state. In a thermonuclear system capable of producing net 
power, the energy distribution among the interacting nuclei will cor
respond to a temperature of 100,000,000°c or more. Such temperatures 
are considerably higher than those in the interior of the sun; the 
plasma at these temperatures is almost fully ionized, with equivalent 
numbers of positive nuclei and electrons in rapid random motion —  

but with hardly any neutral p a r t i c l e s I n  such a state the nuclei 
must be confined somehow for a sufficiently long time to permit them 
to undergo fusion, and release an amount of energy greater than the 
total energy required to heat and confine the fuel nuclei and to com
pensate for losses. Since the plasma exerts an outward pressure 
against the "wall” which contains it, its pressure must be kept within

'“"Superscript numbers in parentheses designate References.



reasonable bounds at such fantastic temperatures„ This requires that
15the density of the ionized gas be kept rather low - of the order of 10 

particles per cubic centimeter, A plasma of this density, correspond
ing to approximately 1/10,000 the density of the atmosphere, is gener
ally considered to be practically a vacuum. From the viewpoint of the 
rate .of energy produced per unit volume, it is essential that the desir
able density should fall in the range of 1 0 ^  to 10̂ "" particles per

(2)cubic centimeter® Figure 1®1 illustrates the relationship between '
the rate of thermonuclear energy density and the particle density for 
deuterium® Consider a D-D (deuteriura-deuteriura) reaction for the high 
particle density of 10^ nuclei/cm^. At 100 kev, the rate of energy 
production per cm'* is about 10^ watts/cm^, but at the same time, the

•7pressure exerted by the thermonuclear nuclei would be about 10 atmos
phere, an extremely high pressure for confinement® On the other hand,

12 3when the particle density goes down to 10 nuclei/cm , the same curve 
indicates a rate of energy density of 10 ^ watt/em^ which is too low to 
be of practical,interest® It is of great importance, therefore, to in
vestigate the time behavior of the particle densities during the per
iod of confinement in a thermonuclear system® The problem of studying 
the simultaneous differential equations describing the variation of 
particle densities of deuterium, tritium and helium-3 first appeared 
on a paper by Kofoed-Hanseh and Wandel of the Danish Atomic Energy 
Commission, Riso^l- in 1958® They obtained an analytical solution in 
terms of a parameter, but the equations have net been solved explicit
ly in terms of time® In the present thesis, we shall first discuss, 
in Chapters 2 and 3, the basic theory related to the equations to be
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studiedo Me shall then apply the parameter, suggested by Kofoed et al., 
to develop an analytical solutionFinally numerical solutions for the 
particle densities will be investigated for one hundred stages, during 
a confinement period of one second, and the results will be discussed0 
In this paper, we shall consider a general closed thermnuelear system, 
and, hence, the effect of confining magnetic field will not be taken 
into consideratione Moreover, we shall further assume that the system 
be at a fixed temperature during the period of confinement<,



CHAPTER 2
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION REACTIONS OF INTEREST

201 The Process of Fusion
Reactions which involve the fusion of nuclei of low atomic num

ber., e.g„, isotopes of hydrogen, helium, and lithium, are accompanied 
by a release of energy. Such reactions are responsible for the enor
mous thermonuclear energy generated at a rather slow rate in the sun 
and other stars at one extreme, and the explosive power of the hydro
gen bomb at the other® It is somewhere between these two extremes that
great effort has. been and will continue to be made to bring about

/
fusion reactions which will permit energy to be released by utilising 
such abundant materials as water and possibly lithium minerals ®

It is important to indicate that, in the fusion process, each 
of the interacting nuclei is positively charged® As a result, there is 
an increasing repulsive force between them when two nuclei are brought 
together for combination® In order for them to coalesce, they must be 
made to collide with high enough relative velocity to overcome the bar
rier of electrostatic repulsion or the Coulomb barrier® The variation 
in the potential energy of the system of two nuclei with their distance 
apart is shown in the following figures

5
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Classically, the energy which must be supplied to surmount the Coulomb 
barrier, i.e., the energy required to overcome the electrostatic repul
sion so that fusion can occur is given by

Z1Z2e2
Energy to surmount Coulomb barrier ■ — ^--- (2.1)

o

where and are the respective atomic numbers of the interacting 
nuclei, e, the unit electronic charge and Rq, the distance between the 
centers of the nuclei at which the attractive forces become dominant.

However, experiments made with accelerated nuclei have shown 
that nuclear reactions can take place at detectable rates even when the 
energies are considerably below those at the top of the Coulomb barrier. 
This means that there is a certain probability that two nuclei will com
bine even though they do not have sufficient energy to surmount the 
Coulomb barrier. This effect is known as barrier penetration. The



penetration probability and, hence, the cross section for a given 
nuclear fusion reaction is high when the particle energy is large 
and approaches the value at the top of the barrier. It can, in theory, 
be represented to a good approximation, as a function of the relative 
particle energy W, i.e., the total kinetic energy of the two nuclei in 
the center of mass system, by the expression^^

2 3 / ? 7 t 2 M  - IL Z  e'
T  (W) ®  Songl exp ( ---------- T--  -■ ■ ■■ ) (2.2)

h

where h is the Planck constant and M is the reduced mass of the inter
acting nuclei whose individual masses are m^ and m^, respectively, i.e.,

uuiru

Experimentally, by bombarding targets containing deuterium, tritium, or 
helium-3 with deuterons of known energies by means of a charged-partide 
accelerator, cross sections for D-D, D-T, and D-He^ reactions have been 
determined and agree quite closely with values obtained from calcula
tions with equation (2.2). The results expressed in bams (l bam • 
ICT^cm^) (^e shown in Fig. 2.2.

2.2 Reactions of Interest
We can easily see that, according to equation (2.2\ for a given 

value of the relative energy, the reaction cross section decreases with 
increasing atomic number of the interacting nuclei. This means that the 
height of the Coulomb energy barrier is increased with Increasing atomic
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number or the number of positive charges carried by the reacting nuclei. 
Thus, reactions involving the nuclei of the isotopes of hydrogen, helium 
or other light elements take place more readily than do analogous reac
tions with heavier nuclei. We shall now consider some of the known re
actions between deuterium, tritium or helium-3, which may be listed as 
follows^ :

Reactions
1. D > D —* 'fê  + n + 3.27 Mev.

2. D + D — » T + p + 1&.C3 Mev.

3. T + D —*He + n + 17.6 Mev.

U. He^ ♦ D —♦ riê  + p + 18.3 Mev.

5. T + T — » Tiê  + 2n + 11.32 Mev.

6. T + He3— * He^ + D + 11;.31 Mev,

7. ? + He3 —  He^ + p + n + 12.08 Mev.

Reaction 5 above needs to he considered only when the fuel is 
extremely rich in tritium. Reactions 6 and 7 need to be considered 
only when the temperature is very high and when the fuel is very rich 
in both tritium and helium-3. These reactions can be neglected for our 
present purpose. Further, at low temperatures (i.e., T - 10 kev), even 
Reaction h may be neglected. In a confined thermonuclear plasma of 
deuterium, tritium and helium-3, assuming an isothermal non-steady 
state system at a temperature of 20 kev, we will be concerned only with

Reaction Rates

W  ^DDl

'rV3D2 

*He*D VVHcD

h J - v\ T

Vile ^riie1 

V H e  ̂ •me2



10
the following four thermonuclear reactions s

(■0.82 Mev) (2ohS Mev)

D + D T .+ p 
(1.01 Mev) (3.02 Mev)

D + T ■9 H e ^  *  n

(3.5 Mev) (lli.l Mev)

D + He3 4 He^ 4- p
(3.6 Mev) (lit.7 Mev)

Here, the amount of energy carried off by each particle is indicated 
in bracket, which can be obtained readily from calculation by applying 
the conservation of momentum„

.We have discussed above some of the basic concepts related to 
the reactions of interest to this thesis and can now proceed to in
vestigate, in the following chapters, the kinetic equations which gov
ern the time behavior of the particle densities under consideration, 
namely, those of deuterium, tritium, and helium-3 in a thermonuclear 
plasma system.



CHAPTER 3
THERMONUCLEAR FUSION KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR 

DEUTERIUM, TRITIUM AND HELIUM-3

3,1 Rates of Thermonuclear Reactions
In this chapter, the kinetic differential equations are to be 

formulated. We shall first discuss briefly the important parameters 
involved, namely, the rates of the D-D, D-T and D-He^ reactions and 
establish an important relation between the reaction probability and 
temperatures.

Consider, in a general thermonuclear system, there are two
species of nuclei interacting with particle densities n^ nuclei/cm^

3 2and n^ nuclei/cm . If r cm stands for the cross section and v cm/sec 
for the relative speed of the two nuclei, it is known that the number 
of reactions per cm^ and per sec or the thermonuclear reaction rate 
is

R^2 ■ n^ vv re actions/(cm'') (sec),

or if one is dealing with reactions between identical nuclei of density

a,
2

R^2 - ~  vv reactions/(cm^; (sec),

where the value trv is the average of the product w  over the whole 
range of relative velocities (or energies), since in thermonuclear plas
mas, the velocities of the particles are widely distributed,

11



12
An expression for the reaction probability fv has been ob

tained in an article by Thompson1 in which he lets be a func
tion of the relative speeds of the two nuclei and takes into consider
ation of the Maxwell distribution of velocities whose direction is 
assumed to be isotropic, thus, if

T 3/2 2 
dn - n ( )  exp v^dv (3ol)

where dn is the number of particles whose velocities relative to that
mpn?of a given particle lie in the range from v to v + dv, and M - —  

the reduced mass of the interacting nuclei of mass and . Then

<r v
/do

dn
dn

/Jo <rv
f

r v/exp ( - ^  ) v2dv/

/ "  t Mv' ) 2dJoCXP (- 2kf } V dV

it^ 2kTThe denominator of equation (3.2) is equal to and equation
(3.2) can be written as

/ t o

Irv - ( ~ )  J  ^(v) exp (- |~r) v^dv (3.3)

i
The integral in equation (3.3) can be evaluated by changing the varia
ble, if we assume that (T depends on the energy of the bombarding



particle of mass nt̂ . Thus, since

W « i

and

so that

hence.

w-idv - ------j—  dW
(2m^)%

v^dv « (2W/m^) dWj

7 7  ■ (z W ) I ir(^ ̂  dW
fo 1°!

or
3/2

^  (27f) "T" / r(W) e%p (- ^H_) W dW (3.
"I -o

From the equation just obtained one can calculate the valuee of try 
for various reactions based on a Maxwellian distribution of energies 
or velocities.

3.2 Thermonuclear Fusion Kinetic Equations
We can now turn to our last objective of this chapter» The 

consumption and formation of various nuclides in D-D, D-T, and D-He^ 
reactions are to be considered using the averaged coefficients de
veloped in the previous section. Assume, for simplicity, that the



branching ratio of the D-D is 0.5, and if n and S denote the particle 
densities and external sources of the constituents, each identified by

The notation 2/2 in equation (3.5) is inserted to show that reaction 
rate for the similar particles is but that for each reaction
two deuterons are consumed. The signs on the right sides of the above 
equations will be clear, if we recall the four reaction equations dis
cussed on page 10. In equation (3.5), for example, a deuteron is con
sumed in each of the D-D (total), D-T, and D-He^ reactions; hence, a 
negative sign is inserted for the second, third and fourth terms. In 
equation (3.6), as a further example, one triton is created in a D-D 
reaction (the branch where proton is produced), whereas another one is 
consumed in a D-T reaction; hence, a positive and a negative sign are 
inserted for the second and the third terms, respectively. Similarly, 
we can explain equation (3.7) in the same manner.

its subscript, then, with the notation He'*= He, we have at a given 
(7)temperature ,

d*D (3.5)
dt

dn,r
dt DT (3.6)

(3.7)



CHAPTER U
ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF PARTICLE DENSITIES OF 

DEUTERIUM, TRITIUM, AND HELIUM-3

u.l Discussion on the_ Fusion Kinetic Equations
The equations (3.5) - (3.7) are very complicated to solve due 

to the presence of several difficulties. First, not only the particle 
densities n^, n̂ ,, and vary with time, but also the products f v^, 

and <rvD^e, being functions of kinetic temperatures which are 
functions time, also vary with time. This means that we have six un
knowns to be solved for three equations, which is obviously impossible. 
This difficulty can be solved, however, by our assumption at the out
set that the thermonuclear system considered is isothermal with a 
fixed kinetic temperature. Secondly, because of the complex nature of 
the non-linear differential equations, solutions in time have not been 
obtained explicitly. Kofoed-Hansen and Wandel of the Physics Depart
ment of the Danish Atomic Energy Commission attempted to solve these 
by using a parameter representation which gives merely a connection 
between the simultaneous values of the densities. They suggested in 
their paper of 1958 that a convenient parameter for this purpose can

/g\
be given by the following relation.

15



We shall apply this parameter to our equations and will show that it 
enables the reduction of the set of non-linear equations to another 
set of quasi-linear equations.

hm2 Analytical Solutions of the Kinetic Equations
Assuming that there are no external sources present, we can 

rewrite equations (3*6), (3.7), and (3.6) as follows:

dry  ̂ __ __ __
dtT “ ~ nD <rVDD ' ^  nT rVDT ‘ ^.e 7VDHe

dUm g 2 —  ___
dtT * nD C "VDD " !1Dn? IVDT

(b.W^He 2 1 —  —
“dtT " E <rvDD " nDnHe °VDHe

From equation (b.l), we have

n
d 7“ * *—“ dt , dt • — - d T . (it.5)

no

This last expression can be substituted into equations (I4.2), (1;.3) 
and {Uoh) to obtain

dry_________ __ __ __
"rTdT * - ™DD"D ' " ^ D H e  "lie ^ . 6)



It may be noted that the above simplification is facilitated by the 
presence of n^ in each term on the right side of equations (U<>2),

(9)(lu3), and (L.L). The last three equations can be combined to form

dn
n d T - D

* <rvDD "d * ,VDTnT " VDHenHe

dn?
i ^ D D  nD " ^DT "T 

dnHe

C ffvDD “d " *"*DHe*He

which gives

n d? - o
P dnp + Q dn? + R dnHp

- ^ D D % -  ^DT^T' ^ D H e ^ I e i  TVD8nD-’vDTQnT"ifVDDRnD-,rvDHeRnHe
(a.10)

But we can also write

P dnn Q dnT ♦ R dn, 
V 7 - ^ P n r Q n /  + R n J

where p can be calculated from



P R ’ * rvDHe P - ^DHe R

18
(li.13)

or
( (, + Tvro) P - £ <rvDD C rTDD R ’ C

*VDT P * ( P + 9 " 0

"DHe P + (f * F7DHe)R * 0 (L.16)
We thus have our solution as

Pi "d * nT * "i "’le * Cie
finoT (It.17)

where  ̂are roots of

+ fvDD E rvt>T)

D?

v.DHe

( f ♦ Tvdt)

0

5 ,rvDD

0

( f +

0 (It.18)

or

( C + [(P * ,VDT)( e * ^ D H e i  + C ̂ D D  [ ̂ + tf'vDHe) ^DT

+ t <rvE DD [( f + <rvDT) ^DHe 1 - 0



19
or

or

( P * CVDD'1 [? * 'rVDT C VDne * f  ̂VDHe + ffTDT^]

+ C « VDDtfVDT( t * <rVDHe) + C <rvDD,VDHe( ( + ' VDT^ " 0

V  * (<rvDD + rvDHe + e 2 + (jVD?VDHe * t  ̂ D D ^ D T

+ S * 5 ^DD^D T ^ D H e  + [ ̂ D D ^ D T % H e  ’ 0

or

t 3 + («VDD * SvDHe + fVDT)f 2 * (fvOT,fVDHe + C f W VDT

+ C ^ D D ^ D H e ^  + I^DD^D^DIIe * 0 (1*a9)

We have thus succeeded in obtaining the desired solutions. A 
comparison with Wandel*s solutions shows that above solutions are very 
similar to theirs. It will be noted that we did not distinguish be
tween reaction parameters for the two branches of D-D reactions. The 
simplification involved in the above method is clear. We first re
duced the given non-linear equations to a set of quasi-linear equa
tions . The latter was further reduced so that what we need to solve 
is equation (li.l9 ), a cubic algebraic equation*

x*The difficulty with the solutions is clear alsoi They are im
plicit in ry, n^, and n ^  and are expressed as functions of T .  Hence, 
this time behavior of the individual densities is not immediately clear.



20
It is here that the time-dependent solutions by machine become valu
able, for which no analytical expressions have, so far, been success
fully obtainedo



CHAPTER 5
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE PARTICLE DENSITIES

5*1 Calculation Procedure
The three kinetic equations (h.2), (ij.3), and (h.k) are 

now solved by numerical calculation. The solutions are computed by 
means of Runge-Kutta Method on the IBM 1620 digital computer. The 
detailed procedure is in Appendix A and will be summarized below. The 
complete results will be found in Appendix B. We shall consider the 
plasma system to be at a fixed temperature of 20 kev for one second ; 
at this temperature the corresponding values for fv's are readily 
found to be

fv^g ■ 3.6 x 10**1 cm'Vsec

^Vjyp * ii.3 x 10"^^ cm^/sec

  p 3<r"v̂  ̂» 3.2 x 10” cm /sec

The computation of the particle densities are carried out to eight 
decimal places. Briefly, the method proceeds as follows^

By substituting the above values for fv's into the equations 
(U.2), (L.3), and (U.U), the system now becomes



22

^ x 3.6 x 10“lv - ii.3 x ICf1^ ryn̂ , (5.2)

e - £ X 3.6 X 10"18 nj - 3.2 x 10"19 (5.3)dt

with the initial conditions

nD(to) - lO^/cm^ 

nT(to) - IC1^/ cm^

n!;e(to) “ 0 / c”'3

t • 0 sec•o

We seek values for

V S  + h)

nT(to - h)

nHe<to + h)

where h is an increment of the independent variable t. The input 
consists of

1. A description of the system to be solved as the three above 
or in computer terminology, a sequence of instructions to 
be solved.



23
2. h, an arbitrary, but small increment in t.
3. n^(t^), nT(to), and the initial values.

The output consists of approximations n^tt^+h), n̂ ft̂ -̂ h) and npe(tQ+h) 
to the true values n^ft^+h), n^Ct^h) and n,,̂ (tg+h).

5,2 Results
With one hundred equal and successive increments of h, we ob

tain one hundred sets of values of t, n^, n*,, and (sec Appendix 
P), Figures 5.1, 5*2, 5»3 show the relationships between each parti
cle density (deuterium, tritium, and helium-3, respectively) and time. 
We shall discuss more on the results in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION Aim CONCLUSION

601 Discussion of Numerical Results
It is of interest to note that the results obtained in Chapter 

5 exhibit a slow variation of the particle densities of deuterium and
tritium for the given confinement time of one second. They decrease

13 3rather slowly in the neighborhood of 10 particles/cm » Now* accord
ing to Fig, 1,1, one would expect that the curve relating the power 
density and the particle density at 20 kev would lie somewhere between
and parallel to the two given curves at 100 kev and 10 kev. The dig-

/

cussion in Chapter. 1 on reasonable upper and lower limits for particle
densities then should suggest that the deuteron and triton densities
behave quite desirably with time in one second: they do not go too
far down to the lower limit of 10^ particles/cm^ where the rate of
energy production would be alarmingly low,

3As for the He particle density. Fig, 5,3 indicates a rapid
"19 3rise to the neighborhood of 10 particles/cm during the first few 

fractions of the second. This should not cause us any concern, how
ever, since the increase gradually slows down towards the latter part 
of the period of containment. The increase is contributed by the neu
tron branch of the D-D reaction

3D ■* D t He * n
(0,82 Mev) (2,145 Mev)

' 27
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It is of interest to recall here that the He^ formed in this reaction 
can in turn react with deuterium as

D + He^ H@k » p
(3.6 Mev) (Hi.? Mev)

|
Since the He particles are very energetic, cool slowly, escape slowly,
it would contribute much of the plasma pressure, This should not, how-

3ever, concern us here either, since the D-He cross section is very 
low at 20 kev.

6.2 Conclusion
It is evident from the above discussions that one can conclude 

that for the isothermal thermonuclear system cs-fcuddred the time varia
tion of the particle densities of deuterium and tritium stay within 
reasonable bounds, and that the build-up of He^ should not cause much 
concern in the hypothetical system under consideration. It may be 
further concluded that the advantage of the analytical solutions lies 
in its simplicity and generality, whereas the time-dependent solutions 
by machine have the advantage that they readily provides information on 
the variation of the particle densities during any interval of time in 
the confinement period.

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that in the present 
paper the results are based on a few assumptions which are physically
unrealistic. The most serious assumption is the constant temperature

(12)for the period of confinement . may be overcome by solving,
in addition, three temperature-dependent energy equations correspond
ing to the particle densities $ but these equations are far more cc



complicated than the system of equations discussed above. It should, 
nevertheless, be a worthwhile recommendation for the extension of the 
present work. Next, the fact that we neglect the process of particle 
loss necessarily increases the particle densities. Further, the mag
netic field, around a thermonuclear plasma is the sine qua non for 
confinement, but consideration of this will lead the problem into 
m&gnetohydrodynamics which, since we are considering a rather general 
thermonuclear plasma system with no specific configuration, need not 
be considered unless ' a- confinement scheme is defined. To be sure, 
however, the magnitude of the problem would be enormous in that case,

In short, the theoretical investigation in this paper is 
quite general, and the extension of it will necessarily depend on 
further assumptions for the particular system and related experimental 
approach considered® ... .

& # it fe & ■$? # * * ****** * * * * * * ft * *

“Our .original .hqpes. .the gates to the desired
region of super-high temperatures would open smoothly at 
the first pulsation of the creative energy of physicists 
have proved as unfounded as a sinner6 s hopes of entering 
Paradise without passing through Purgatory. Yet there is 
scarcely any doubt that the problem of controlled fusion 
will eventually be solved. What we do not know is how long 
our sojourn in Purgatory is going to last."

Academic ian Arts imovich
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APPENDIX A

RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS FOR THE SOLUTIONS OF 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

In Chapter 5, we summarized the procedure involved in comput
ing, the densitieso We shall discuss here the method in greater detaile 
We shall consider a general system of three first-order, ordinary dif
ferential equations

dy, ,
_  m 7i - y2(x) o.. yn(x)}

whose initial conditions are

n u <,} ■ yi„

It is desired to find y^(xo +■ h),.where 1 » 0, 1, 2 and h, the incre
ment. The Runge-Kutta method is designed to approximate the Taylor 
series solutions

t h2yi(xo + h) - y^Cx^) + hy'(x^) + gr y" (x^) + ....

In contrast to the formal Taylor series solution, the Runge-Kutta 
method does not require explicit definition of, nor evaluation of, de
rivatives beyond the first. Approximations are obtained at the expense 
of several evaluations of the first derivative. In the classical 
Runge-Kutta fourth order method, four evaluations of the first derive- , 
tives are required to obtain agreement with Taylor series solution
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through terms of order Without going through the complexity of math
ematical analysis, the classical formulae for computation involved the 
following:

kl “ hf(x0^ o )
h klkg = hf(xQ ^ g , yo ‘5' f  )

k3 " hf(x0 * | » ^o * T  }

k, = hf(x h , y + h)U o o

k = ̂  (k^ + 2kg + 2kj + k^)

(11)To apply the method on high-speed digital computers. Gill 
developed a calculation procedure which gives greater accuracy but few 
instructions» The form of Gill procedure can be written as

88 kf(xoyo) yl B yo + t(k^ - 2qQ)

kg «* hf (xo + |.7l) y2 ° y0 + (l - /F*) (kg - q^)

k3 « hf (xQ * b y2) y3 - y2 + (i + / r ) (k3 - q2

\
o hf (xQ * k,y3} ¥k ° y3 + 3 (kb - 2q3)

ql - qQ ^ 3 i(k^ - 2%) - * ^ 1

q2 ° q^ + 3 (1 - \/W") (kg -- q2) “ (i ~ y&i kg

“ qg + ^ (k^ - qg) - (1 + /%)

%  ° ^3 " 3 3 * 2q3} ‘



with qQ initially set to zero.

quences
The order of calculation can be written in the following se-

(1) Let J - 1
(2) Let 1 = 0
(3) Compute 8

■ kij " fi (3ro,j-y •••

(U) Repeat step (3) for i ® 1,2 
(5>) Let i <= 0
(6) Compute s

7ij * yi,d-i * h aj(kij * bjqt,j-i)

4 3 *3<kiJ - bjql>j-l) " cjkij

where

*1 & °1

a2 = 1 -VF"

i - y r

c2 » i - vF"
= i * vF"

%  s z
Initially, let qio(xQ) » 0 for all is thereafter, in advancing the
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solution, let

q±c/xV  B qil4̂ t-l) ^ 63 °p ®«» 100»

(7) Repeat step (6) for i ° 1,2.
(8) Repeat steps (2) - (7) for j B 2,3, and li„
(9) The output or the solution after the steps (2) =* (8)

will yield

yu. • h<*o * h>-

(10) To advance the solution, repeat (l) - (8) letting the
current y\ ̂ be the initial values for the next stepe

It will be noted that for each set of particle densities at each stage5
«a sequence of 36 computations, 12 for y ^ ’s, 12 for and 12 for

s is involved.

Z



t (sec)

0.39
O.UO
o.ia
C.l»2
0.U3o.Ui
C.U5
C.U6
C.U7
0.U8
0.1,9
o.5oo.Si
0.52
0.53
0.51,
0.550.56
0.57
0.56
0.590.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.61,
0.65
0.66
0.670.68
0.69
0.70
0.71
0.72
0.73
0.71*
0.75
0.76
0.77
0.78
0.79
0.800.81
0.82
0.83
0.81,

^(particles/cm"*)

0.98336965x10^
0.982950l,7xl0fl*
0.98253l61flcl0r 4
0.98211316x10^
0.98169506x107"
0.98127727x10—
0.98085986x1OT4
0.98066280x10^"
0.98002609x107"
0.97960576x10."
0.97919376x1077
0.97877809x1077
0.97836279x1077
0.97796766x1077
0.97753326x10^7
0.97711899x107"
0.97670509x1077
0.97629156x10""
0.97587833x1077
0.97566566x1077
0.97505297x107^
0.97666081x107"
0.97622900x107"
0.97381753x1077
0.97360660x107"
0.97299562x107,
0.97258519x107"
0.97217510x1077
0.97176535x1077
0.97135596x1077
0.97096689x1077
0.97053818x107"
0.97012961x107,
0.96972178x1077
0.96931608x107“
0.96890672x10",
0.96869970x107"
0.96809302x107"
0.96768668x1077
0.96728068x1077
0.96687502x1077
0.96666970x1077
0.96606672x107"
0.96566008x107"
0.96525577x107"
0.96685179x10""

N„(particles/cm^)

0.98356230x10^
0.98312767x1077
0.98271299x1077
0.98229886x107',
0.96138506x1077
0.98167165x1077
0.98105857x107"
0.98066566x1077
0.98023366x10""
0.97982163x107“
0.07960976x107"
0.97899860x107"
0.97858761x107',
C. 97817676x1c")1
0.97776667x107“
0.97735652x10^7
0.97696691x1077
0.97653765x1077
0.97612876x107“
0.97572017x107"
0.97531196x1077
0.97690605x10",
0.97669650x107“
0.97608930x1077
0.97368265x1077
0.97327596x1077
0.97286976x1077
0.97266392x107"
0.97205862x107"
0.97165326xlo"7
0.97126866xlCCy
0.97086396x1077
0.97063982x1077
0.97003602x107"
0.96963255x107“
0.96922961x107"
0.96882661x1077
0.96862615x107"
0.96802203x107“
0.96762025x107"
0.96721879x107"
0.96681767x1077
0.96661689x1077
0.96601666x107"
0.96561632x1007
0.96521656x10 "

Nj, (particles/cm^)

0.36516138x10*-° 
0.35383970x107° 
C.36253059x10"° 
0.37121605x10"° 
0.37989009x10"° 
0.38855871x10"° 
0.39721993x107° 
0.60587376x10"° 
0.616x2020x10"°
0 .62315928x10"° 
0.63179099x10"° 
O.6606I536x107° 
0.66903236x107° 
0.65766200x107° 
0.66626636x10"° 
0.67683936x10"° 
0.68362707x10"° 
0.69200769x10"° 
0.50058061x10/“ 
0.50916666x10"° 
0.5l770503xic": 
0.52625633x10"° 
0.53660038x10": 
0.56333718x10": 
0.55186676x10"° 
0.56038911x10"° 
0.56890626x10"° 
0.57761216x10"° 
0.56591288x107° 
0.59660661x10"° 
0.60289276x10"° 
0.61137195x10"° 
0.61986398x10"° 
0.62830885x107° 
0.63676657x10"° 
0.66521715x10"° 
0.65366061x10"° 
0.66209696x10"° 
0.67052617x10"° 
0.67896831x10"° 
0.68736335x10"° 
0.69577130x10"° 
0.70617219x10"° 
0.71256601x10": 
0.72095277x10": 
0.72933269x10"°



t (sec)

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
O.OI4
0.05
0 .0 6
0.070.08
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.11a
0.1$
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.21a
0.2$
0 .2 6
0.27
0 .2 8
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.3U
0.3$
0.36
0.37
0.38
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS OF COMPUTATION FOR PARTICLE DENSITIES 

FOR DEUTERIUM, TRITIUM AND HELIUM-3

N^(particles/cm^)

0.10000000x10?^
0.99956659x1Ozy 
0.99913355x1077 
0.99870089x10:7 
0.99826861x1077 
0.9978 3669x1077 
0.957^0515x107/ 
0.99697397x107* 
0.99651317x107^
0.99 6112 7 3x1077 
0.95$68267x1077 
0.9952$297x10(4
0.99182365x1074 
0.99139169x10(7 
0.99396611x10(7  
0.95353789x10(7 
0.99311003x10(7 
0.99268255x10(4 
0.9922$$1a3x10(4 
0.99182867x10(7 0.99lL0228xl0(4 
0.99097626x10(4 
0.990$$060xl0(4 
0.99012 $30x!0({i 
0.98970036x10(4 
0.98927579x10(7 
0.98885158x10(7 
0.988U277iAxl0(4 
0.98800^26x10(7 
0 .98 7 $8114x10(7 
0.98715838x10(4 
0.98673598x10(7 
0.98631394x10(7
0.98$89226x10(7 
0.98547093x10(7 
0.98504996x10(7 
0.93462935x10(7 
0.98420909x10(7 
0.9837 8919x10

Nm(parti cle s/cm ̂ )

0.10000000xic(? 
0.99957114x10(7 
0.99514260x10(7 
0.99871443x10(7 
0.99828663x10(7 
0.99785919x10(7 
0.99743213x10(7 
0.99700343x10(7 
0.99657909x10(7 
0.99615313x10(7 
0.99572753x10(7 
0.99530229x10(4 
0.99467743x10(7 
0.99445293x10(7 
0.95402879x10(7 
0.99360501x10(7 
0.99318159x10(7 
0.99275854x10(7 
0.99233586x10(7 
0.99191354x10(7 
0.99149158x10(7 
0.99106998x10(7 
0.99064874x10(7 
0.99022786x10(7 
0.98980734x10(7 
0.98938718x10(7 
0.98896737x10(7
0.98854792x10
0.98812883x10

14
liA

0.98771010x10(7 
0.98729172x10(7
0.98687370x1014

0.98603873x10(7 
0.98562177x10(7 
0.98520517x10(7 
0.98478892x10(7 
0.98437303x10(70.98395749x10^4

(particles/cm ̂ )

0.00 p
0.99960851x10:
0.17984346x10^
0.26964793x10:
0.35937438x10:
0.44902290x10%
C.$3859359x10:
0.62806655x10:
0.71750189x10:
0.30683970x10:
0.59610009x10:
0.98528315xic:n
0.10743689xl0(:
C.ll634l76xl0(:
0.12 523692xic(:
0.13412439xio(:
o.i43oo4i8xio(:
0.15187629xio(: 
0.l6074G74xlc(o

10 
10 
10
g 1 
10
10
10
10

0.16959754x10
0.17844669x10
0.13728822x10;
0.19612212x10
0.20494840x10
0.21376708x10
0.22257816x10
0.23138165x10
0.24017758x10
0.24896595x10
0.25774676x10
0.26652002x10
0.27528574x10

10
10
10

0.986456o4xlo(7 0.28404394%lo(^
0.2 92 79461x10: 
0.30153779x10

10
10

0.31027347x10(9 
0.31900166x10(9 
0.32772237x10(9 
Oo 33643560x10



t (sec)

0.850.66
0.87
0.88
0.890.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.9U
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.00

Kg(particles/cm^)

C.96kWiSl5xl0^
0.96U0Ulje5xl0fj* 
0.96361,18 9x10^ 
0.96323926xl0rr 
0.96283696x10^ 
0.9621,3900x10^7 
0.96203337x1077 
0.96163207x1077 
0.9612 3111x10^7 
0.9608301,8x1077
0.9601,3018x1077 
0.96003022x1077 
0.95963058x1077 
0.95923128x1077 
0.95883230x10770.9581,3366x10^

N_(particles/cm )

0.961,8l7C9xlo7{4 
0.961U,1797x 1c77 
0.961,01919x1077 
0.96362073x1077 
0.96322261x1077 
0.962621,82x1077 
0.9621,2 7 3uxloT7 
0.96203023x1077 
0.9616331,3x1077 
0.96123696x1077 
0.96081,082x1077 
0.960U1,500x1c77 
0.96001,951x1077 
0.959651,35x1077 
0.95925952x1077
0.95886501x10-^

Njj (particles/cm"^)

0.737705l6xlo7r
0 . 71,60708 ix io7x
0.7581*2 91,5xio77 
0.76278107x107% 
0.77112568x107: 
0.7791,(329x107:
0.78779392x107;
0.79611756x107;
c.ooia, 31,2 6x107;
0.81271,399x107;
0.82101,677x107;
0.62931,261x107;
0.83763151x107;
0.81,59131,9x107;
0.651,13855x107;
0.8621,5670x10
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